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Specifications
Fragrances can interact with the brain to impact our moods, 
stress levels, and even working capacities. Whether you 
have a home office, are looking to make your guests feel 
welcomed, or just want a more uplifting environment for 
yourself, reed diffusers are an effective way to get there.
• Free Setup / Art / Logos
• Bleeds Allowed on All Sides
• Diffusers Made in China
• Package Printed in USA

Material
Package : 130# Gloss Cover

Printing
Digital : Full Color Printing on the Box and Label

Die Cutting
No Charge for Standard Package Shape
Custom Shape is Available, add
Custom Shape, add $150.00 (G) each shape

Option
Artwork Change : $67.00 (G) each

DIGITAL    6C

ITEM NO 100 250 500 1000 2500 5000

U1410 Reed Diffuser 17.81 15.27 14.43 13.73 12.58 12.20

REED DIFFUSERS
Benefits of Reed Diffusers
No Risk of Fire
No Messy Wax Deposits
No External Power is Required

What are reed diffusers and how do they work?
Reed diffusers are the hottest trend right now in home fragrancing. They are 
simple and safe to use; reeds are inserted into a glass bottle of scented diffuser 
oil, the reeds soak up the scent and emit a pleasant aroma around your home.
How long do reed diffusers last?
There are many factors that contribute to how long the oils last, namely 
temperature and humidity. However, we have found that our 50ml diffuser oil 
should last for approximately 2-3 months. 
My reed diffuser doesn't smell as strongly as it used to. What can I do?
Overtime the reeds become completely saturated and can become clogged 
with dust. If you still have oil in the bottle, simply flip the reeds to help give the 
diffusion process a little boost. If this doesn't help, consider replacing your reeds.
Are Reed Diffusers environmentally friendly?
Our reed diffusers are very environmentally friendly. Unlike candles, they 
emanate no soot or film onto furniture, walls, and ceilings. Our ingredients are 
alcohol-free and DPG-free.
Why can't I just re-use my sticks over and over again?
Once the reed sticks are totally saturated, the cells in the reeds eventually 
become clogged and lose their ability to pull the scent up from the reeds to the 
room. 

U1410 
2” x 2” x 8 5/8” (Box) 
1 3/8”  x 1 3/8”  (Label)
1 7/8” x 1 7/8” x 2 3/4” (Bottle)
Net Wt. 50ml / 5 reeds
Reed diffuser with 
custom label and custom gift box


